No, you can't park here. This Honda Civic found in the Burton House game room last month was not really there in search of a parking space. The car, placed there as a trick, was promptly removed at the request of the building manager. Requests for further use of the game room as a parking facility are expected to be de-

Student debt triples in decade

By Katie Schwartz

One-third to one-half of all college students now have school loan debt, according to a congress-
ional report released last week.

The report, prepared for the Joint Economic Committee, raised the question of how this widespread borrowing affects stu-

By Paul Wulf

The Office of the Dean of Graduate School has begun a drive to encourage minority sopho-
mores and juniors from US col-


Athena's priorities outlined

By Niraj Dossi

The university should be a place where students learn, not "where faculty teach," said Stevens Lerman, director of Pro-

Minority program to expand

By Paula Mynett

The Office of the Dean of College has begun a drive to encourage minority sopho-
mores and juniors from US col-

The proposed Income Contin-

The Guaranteed Student Loan program has ballooned from $1 billion in 1970-71 to $5.3 billion last year, according to the report prepared for Congress. Even after taking inflation into account, the loan volume more than tripled.

This increase came about be-

Some lose GSL eligibility

Federal grants that do not have to be repaid have declined at the same time that loans are on the rise, the report pointed out. So-

The ICL would cost a student

Project Athena placed primary importance in deciding which proposals to fund on those pro-

Harvard's Shacter observed that lower-income ICL recipients would actually have less of an incentive because they would be paying off the loan for a longer time.

Hello, ICL: goodbye GSL?

"Congress is running out of patience," said John Shacter also on the ICL panel. He predicted that the ICL threatens other student loans and grants.

The ICL would require a maxi-

america.
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